Frequently Asked Questions
Q. What is the network enhancement you mention
and how will that impact me?
A. For the Comcast Digital Network Enhancement, we
will be enhancing our network to provide channels in
a digital format with digital-quality signals on all TVs
connected to Comcast service. This conversion will
improve picture quality, allow us to offer over 3,000
HD choices and enable us to provide our customers
with access to over 17,000 On Demand titles. In
addition, our enhanced network will enable us to
deliver faster Internet access speeds and enhanced
home phone service. This means you will need
digital capable equipment to view video channels on
all your TVs connected to cable (including digital
QAM tuner televisions). TVs connected to the Bcable directly will need to be converted to the Acable to avoid loss of services or installation issues.
The B-cable does not support digital capable
equipment. Please read these Frequently Asked
Questions to determine if your home or a specific
television is converted or requires additional
technical assistance.
Q. How do I determine it my TV is connected to we
A-cable or the B-cable?
A. The easiest way to determine which cable side your
TV is connected to is by doing a channel review:
 For TVs connected directly to cable, turn to
channel 10 on your TV
- If TBS is viewable, then your TV is connected to
the A-cable side. This TV will require a Comcast
digital device or CableCARD to avoid future
interruptions in Standard Basic programming as
part of our future network enhancement.
-

If the channel displays WJBK Fox 2, then
your TV is connected to the B-cable side
and must be converted to the A-cable to
avoid future interruptions in service
including Limited Basic and Standard Basic
services.

 For TVs connected via a Comcast digital device
or CabIeCARD, your TV is connected to the Acable via the digital device and no further action
required.

Q. I have a TV(s) that is connected to the B-Cable,
how do I get this converted?
A. If you have televisions that are currently connected
directly to the B-cable (confirm above), please
contact our representatives at 1-800-441-8011 to
schedule an appointment to convert your home.
Q. What is a dual cable system?
A. A dual cable system means that there are two (2)
coaxial cable lines that come into the home. These
two lines are defined as A and B cable.
 A-cable provides the cable direct, digital cable
and HD channels available on the lineup. In
addition, this side also supports CDV and Internet
service. jf you are using Comcast digital
equipment or an authorized CabIeCARD, you are
connected to the A-cable. The A-cable also
contains all limited and Standard Basic channels.
This cable is the primary cable into the home as
of August 18, 2010.
 B-cable provides limited analog channels only
and is used when the cable from the wall outlet is
connected directly to the back of the TV (no
digital equipment is used). Use of this cable is
being discontinued and will no longer offer video
services in the near future. Customers must
convert from the B-cable to A-cable to avoid
future loss or interruption of service to applicable
TVs.

